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Green boxes contain information specific to ASA formatting.

Blue bubbles with dashed lines contain information specific to writing a sociology literature review. 



The introduction of the literature review should:
1. Introduce the topic
2. Identify overall trends in what has been published on the topic
3. Include a thesis statement stating the overall purpose and the factors discussed throughout the literature review

This thesis statement clearly states the main topic that will be discussed throughout the literature review.Typically, thesis statements are placed at the very end of the introductory paragraph(s).

In the body:
1. Group articles together according to: factors/variables, conclusions of authors, or specific purposes/objectives
2. Compare and evaluate the articles or documents

The first sentence in this paragraph is an example of a strong topic sentence. Topic sentences introduce the reader to the content that will follow throughout the paragraph. When forming topic sentences, it helps to look at the entire paragraph and ask, “What is this paragraph about?” Being able to answer this question in a single statement will help you formulate an effective topic sentence.

The title of the essay should also be placed on the second page of the essay. The title should be centered.

Level 1 headings introduce a new thought, idea, argument, or topic. Level 1 headings are helpful because they allow readers to clearly indicate a new section within the review. Each Level 1 Subheading should be flushed left on the page and formatted in ALL-CAPS.



Throughout the paper, take note of how the writing is very sterile and objective. Description, especially narrative description, is not used, and the writing instead focuses on reporting “cold, hard” information. There should be an absence of judgement or argumentative statements. All references to situations of phenomena being “bad,” “good,” “positive,” or “negative” should be omitted. Literature reviews are objective reports of the material and do not argue a point.

A literature review can be challenging to write because it should not be a source-by-source summary, but instead it should synthesize or bring multiple sources together.  Each paragraph within a literature review should contain at least two sources that speak to the same sociological factor.  Your goal is to essentially highlight the relationship between sources. In other words, the goal is to discover if researchers agree or disagree on a given factor. 

Notice the way that this and all other paragraphs include the findings/research from multiple sources/groups of authors to support one point. Also notice that the discussion of each source is concise and limited to their relevance of the topic stated in the topic sentence. 

A Level 2 heading is used when one of the main ideas of the paper can be broken down further into sub-sections. Level 2 headings should be typed in Title Case, italicized, and flushed left on the page.



As you write your conclusion: 
1. Develop a summary of points from the article into a closing paragraph
2. Consider developing a single sentence at the end of the conclusion that points readers to a new area for research/scholars to consider
3. Consider the discipline of which it is a part. Provide implications of the studies or documents discussed for the profession or discipline at large.

Take notice of the use of in-text citations throughout the literature review. When citing several sources after one sentence/idea, separate authors’ names with semi-colons. Keep in mind with ASA formatting, any time a paraphrase, direct quotation, borrowed phrase, or quantitative data (financial figures, statistics, sales numbers, etc.) is referenced, the in-text citation must also include a page number or paragraph number. 
Examples: 
(“2014 Annual Report” 2013:312). 
(Lee 2016:4).




Types of References: 
Literature reviews usually contain peer-reviewed articles that focus on research and data collection. Websites and other non-peer reviewed journal articles are not generally used in literature reviews.

All references used should be cited on the References page! According to ASA, citations of peer-reviewed journal articles should be formatted as such:

Last name, First name. Year. “Title of Article in Quotation Marks.” The Title of the
        Journal in italics Volume Number(Issue Number):page numbers. 

Citations should be formatted in alphabetical order (A-Z) with a hanging indent. For more information on citing sources, refer to an ASA Publication Manual.


